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The
Singapore
Women’s
Weekly
is the go-to, trusted multi-platform media brand
for Singapore working women, aged 28 to 45,
with children. Be it in print, on our digital edition
or our website, The Weekly delivers entertaining
reads featuring celebrities and Singaporean
women, plus the latest updates on beauty, fashion,
health, career and relationships, empowering her

Editor-in-Chief

Barbara Koh

to be a happier, healthier, more confident version
of herself. The Weekly is also an unparalleled
source of ideas for food and entertaining. At once
inspirational and aspirational, well-researched
features and trending posts guide this affluent
decision maker. As a result, she develops a special
trusted relationship with the title, as it remains in
tune with her needs, desires and dreams.

LAUNCHED October 1997
ISSUE Monthly
COVER PRICE $4.80

360-Degree Multi-Platform Brand
MOBILE
&
DESKTOP

EVENTS

Website

BRANDING

Gift With
Purchase

AWARDS

E-Newsletters
The Great
Women Of
Our Time
Awards

Newspaper
Ads

Best in Food & Home

DOMESTIC
DIVA
AWARDS

TOTAL REACH:

Tour de
Beauty and
Shopping
Nights Out

290,000

TARGETED

2.7
million
monthly
PVS

Digital Editions

Well-positioned, well-differentiated

PROMOTIONS

TRIED

Meets the needs of high-income readers

TESTED

Informative, meaningful,
glamorous, practical

Domestic Diva
Masterclasses
and Cookoffs

Social Media

TRUSTED

High loyalty and influence
with decision makers

24K

20.6K

*As of January 2019

WHY ADVERTISE IN THE WEEKLY ?
Readers of The Weekly have both high personal
and household incomes. These women are affluent and
educated decision makers, and are highly engaged with
The Weekly’s content. As proof, The Weekly’s “sticky”
website boasts an average time on page of over
10 seconds, with over 10 pages viewed per session.

Source: Nielsen Singapore Media Index 2018

DISCOVER THE
SINGAPORE
WOMEN’S WEEKLY
READER…
● A working mother who
spends generously on her
family and household.
● She is affluent:
SALARY Over 45% of readers
earn over $3,000 a month.
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Monthly household income
figures are over $10,000 for
26% of the readers.
OCCUPATION 66% are
PMEBs and 23% hold whitecollar jobs.
● Finds out about and makes
purchasing decisions for
new products and services
through advertisements,
advertorials, sponsored posts
and native advertising.
● On the lookout for greatvalue buys and promotions.
● Willing to spend and invest
on quality products.
● Trusts recommendations
from experts and tried-andtested products.
● Cares about her personal
health, beauty and style.

For Women Who Want It All

INSPIRE: HEALTH & WELL-BEING
This section of the magazine features empowering reallife reads, plus tips on health, life skills, parenting and
career, keeping readers on top of their game.

HOT NEWS & CELEBRITIES
The Weekly is newsy and glamorous, as it
looks at what the famous and fabulous
are wearing, doing and saying.

LIVING: FOOD & HOME
The Weekly helps every woman become a

LOOKBOOK: FASHION & BEAUTY

more confident Domestic Diva with stylish

Readers rely on The Weekly’s beauty and fashion spreads and

(yet easy) recipes and fabulous decor ideas

step-by-step guides to confidently buy and recreate looks.

for the home. PLUS: Monthly cut-and-

Informative how-to-wear fashion features keep women updated

keep cookcards come in super handy.

with the latest apparel and accessories trends.

Engagement
THE GREAT WOMEN OF
OUR TIME AWARDS FORUM
This event brings together The Great Women
Of Our Time alumni and our readers. Panel
sessions discuss topics that resonate with the
busy working mother.

THE GREAT WOMEN
OF OUR TIME AWARDS
This meaningful, annual
prestigious event gives strong
brand exposure to leading
decision-makers, and provides
a high-profile platform for
presenters, sponsors and
partners.

Engagement
SHOPPING NIGHTS OUT
The Weekly reader loves her
fashion and Shopping Nights Out
gives her a chance to mingle and
shop. The event also includes a
style advice session where our
expert shares tips and solutions to
dressing with confidence.

TOUR DE BEAUTY
inspired by a pub crawl, the Tour de Beauty takes an exclusive group of
women on a “tour ”of beauty counters and stores. Guests get to touch
and feel and learn about new products through fun activities.

DOMESTIC DIVA
MASTERCLASS &
COOKOFF
The Weekly is the
authority on Asian
food and our audience
knows it. Full-house
sign-ups for our
exclusive cooking
classes and highquality participants
in our contests show
readers are keen on
food and cooking.

Special Projects
Creative, customised content and special projects for clients, on print and digital platforms

VIDEOS

360-DEGREE
CREATIVE BUYS

Be it a new beauty product, home
appliance, or mall campaign, video
is another platform to showcase the
unique selling points of new launches.

Boost brand awareness
through creative multiplatform buys, such
as the Domestic Diva
Awards and Best of
Beauty Buys.

EDITORIAL PARTNERSHIPS

Leveraging on quality editorial content, partnerships and
sponsorships deliver branding and launch messagings
elegantly and seamlessly on multiple platforms.

Opportunity
for product
amplification on
various platforms –
in print, website
and video.

Creative customised
content delivery
for strong brand
messaging.

Editorial Calendar

MARCH 2019

APRIL 2019

Women In Charge

MAY 2019

JUNE 2019

JULY 2019

Radiance Report

Power To The Mothers

Get Body Confident

Find Your Happy

Fashion & Beauty Reports
+ Tech Guide

The Love Issue +
Men’s Health Special

The Weekly’s Spa Awards +
Short Cuts & Money Savers

The Weekly Kids +
Travel/Sun Care

Anti-Ageing + Kitchen
Specials

AUGUST 2019

SEPTEMBER 2019

OCTOBER 2019

NOVEMBER 2019

+

+

Love Your Home

Style & Life Reboot

The Weekly’s Hair Awards +
SG Trendsetters

Fashion & Beauty Reports
+ Heart Health

+

+

+

Self Care & Self Love

+

The Great Women Of
Our Time Awards + Breast
Cancer Awareness

+

+

DECEMBER 2019

The Glamour Issue

Your Perfect Party Guide

Editors’ Guides +
Entertaining Special

Christmas Feasting +
Domestic Diva Awards
2019/20

+

+

Advertising Rates 2019

PRINT

COVER POSITIONS

CASUAL

Inside Front Cover Spread

$11,000

Inside Back Cover

$4,850

Outside Back Cover

$5,750

FULL COLOUR

CASUAL

3X

6X

12X

18X

24X

36X

Full Page

$4,400

$4,180

$3,980

$3,780

$3,590

$3,415

$3,245

DPS

$8,800

$8,360

$7,960

$7,560

$7,180

$6,830

$6,490

Two Columns Vertical

$3,300

$3,140

$2,980

$2,815

$2,685

$2,550

$2,425

Half Page Vertical or Horizontal

$2,620

$2,490

$2,370

$2,250

$2,135

$2,025

$1,925

One Column Vertical

$1,765

$1,675

$1,590

$1,510

$1,440

$1,365

$1,280

SPECIAL POSITIONS

CASUAL

3X

6X

12X

18X

24X

36X

Second DPS

$9,860

$9,370

$8,900

$8,465

$8,040

$7,645

$7,265

Third DPS

$9,700

$9,200

$8,740

$8,315

$7,900

$7,500

$7,130

Fourth DPS

$9,700

$9,200

$8,740

$8,315

$7,900

$7,500

$7,130

Facing Editorial Before Contents

$5,070

$4,820

$4,550

$4,345

$3,565

$3,920

$3,730

Facing Contents

$5,070

$4,820

$4,550

$4,345

$3,565

$3,920

$3,730

Facing Masthead

$4,935

$4,695

$4,450

$4,235

$4,025

$3,820

$3,630

Facing Let’s Talk (Editor’s Letter)

$4,935

$4,695

$4,450

$4,235

$4,025

$3,820

$3,630

Facing Your Say (Readers’ Letters)

$4,935

$4,695

$4,450

$4,235

$4,025

$3,820

$3,630

SPECIAL POSITION RATES:
Where preferred positions and guaranteed
consecutive right-hand pages are required,
a 10% loading of applicable rate will be
charged.

AGENCY COMMISSION:
A 15% commission is allowed to Accredited
Advertising Agencies.

CANCELLATION CLAUSE:
Advertisements withdrawn after cancellation
date will be charged at full rate.
For enquiries, call the Advertising Sales
Department at (65) 6671 7940.

Acknowledgements, Indemnity & Warranty
All advertisements are accepted and published by the Publisher upon the
representation that the Advertiser and/or their Advertising Agencies are
authorised to publish the entire contents and subject matter thereof.
Advertisers and/or their Advertising Agencies upon and by lodging material
with the Publisher for publication or authorising or approving of the
publication of any material, INDEMNIFY the Publisher, its servants and
agents against all liability claims or proceeding whatsoever arising from the
publication of the material and, without limiting the generality of foregoing,
so indemnify each of them in relation to claims or suits for defamation or
libel, slander of title, plagiarism, breach of copyright, infringement of
trademarks or names or publication titles, unfair competition or trade
practices, royalties or violation of rights of privacy, and WARRANT that the
material complies with all relevant laws and regulations and that its
publication will not give rise to any rights against or liabilities in the Publisher,
its servants or agents.

Advertising Deadlines 2018/19

PRINT

ISSUE DATE

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Final Booking /
Cancellation
Deadline

20 Nov
2018

18 Dec
2018

18 Jan
2019

19 Feb
2019

20 Mar
2019

17 Apr
2019

17 May
2019

18 Jun
2019

18 Jul 2019

20 Aug
2019

19 Sep
2019

18 Oct
2019

Material
Deadline

27 Nov
2018

26 Dec
2018

25 Jan
2019

26 Feb
2019

27 Mar
2019

25 Apr
2019

27 May
2019

25 Jun
2019

25 Jul 2019

27 Aug
2019

26 Sep
2019

25 Oct
2019

IMPORTANT NOTE:
• Material should be submitted by electronic transmission via Quickcut with an ISO digital proof. ISO digital proof must include the Ugra / Forga Media Wedge version 3 color bars and a
verification sticker must be located on the back of the proof to show compliancy of the colorimetric summary according to ISO 12647-7. This is required for each publication.
• Should above deadlines not be adhered to, kindly refer to General Conditions of the rate card.

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
ADVERTISING SIZE

TRIM

TYPE

BLEED

Full Page

275 x 205 mm

250 x 185 mm

281 x 211 mm

Double Page Spread

275 x 410 mm

250 x 390 mm

281 x 416 mm

To see how The Singapore Women’s Weekly can help your brand, please call Advertising Sales at (65) 6671 7940.

FOOD • FAMILY • HEALTH • HOME

Fast Facts
Launch of Site March 22, 2016 (Site Live) •April 15, 2016 (Official Launch)
1st Ad campaign April 4, 2016
Average Page Views/Month 2.7 million • 215,000 unique visitors (as of November 1, 2018)
Focus For The Site Every month, The Weekly brings our readers the very latest news, trusted product reviews and quality
reliable recipes, plus insight, inspiration and advice that helps her in her daily life. The Weekly keeps her confident, informed,
organised and up to date. Now, this expertise is available 24/7 online at www.womensweekly.com.sg
Unique Selling Point Designed for the professional working woman, we’ve got what they need to know now, NOW!
We’ve got the most important pillars of her life covered: Food, Family, Beauty & Style, Health and Home. The website will
also be a reliable resource for home cooks and foodies, as it offers a vast selection of recipes and how-to videos that cater
to Asian tastes and families.
Target Group Women aged 28 to 45. Our readers are affluent, educated and empowered. These women are decision
makers who are a desirable target for advertisers.
Content Editorial uploads over 50 articles per week.

www.womensweekly.com.sg

FOOD • FAMILY • HEALTH • HOME

Website Categories
Recipes • How-To
• Cookcards

Parenting • Relationship
• Career & Money

Entertaining • Domestic Diva
• Try + Test

Fitness • Nutrition
• Well-being & Beauty

HEALTH

BEAUTY & STYLE

The Weekly helps every woman
unleash her inner Domestic Diva
with a selection of easy-yetstylish, delicious recipes.

The Weekly shares tips and
expert advice on parenting,
relationships, career and
attaining work-life balance.

Designed for the houseproud, this
inspiring section showcases the
best in homewares, appliances
and decor.

This section takes care of her
overall wellbeing – with effective
ways on maintaining physical,
emotional and mental health.

With up-to-the-minute, relevant
posts on what’s trending in beauty
and fashion, this section keeps her
looking her best.

FOOD

FAMILY

HOME

Makeup • Skin Advice
• Hair Ideas • Fashion

www.womensweekly.com.sg

Advertising Rates 2019
PAGE TAKEOVER PACKAGES

“HOMEPAGE” SKIN PACKAGE
1) HOMEPAGE + MAGAZINE + WIN & EVENTS
2) Article pages (Magazine + WIN & EVENTS)
3) INSPIRE Category Landing Page + Articles
4) Log In + Sign Up Pages (Note, there is no
Medium rectangle served in this section)

“RECIPES” SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category

SOV

DURATION

RATES

DURATION

RATES

100%

4 weeks

$10,000.00

2 weeks

$6,500.00

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

REMARKS

1. Rates do not include production cost.

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

2. Full AC applicable. GST applicable on
production only.
3. Campaign starts from 1st or 3rd Monday of
the month, and ends on a Sunday.
4. Mobile Splash unit replaces the Desktop

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

landing and article pages:
RECIPES + HOW-TO

DIGITAL

Skin unit. Please submit a mobile splash ad
for the mobile ad unit. 1 UV every 6 hours.
100%

4 weeks

$6,500.00

2 weeks

$4,225.00

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

5. Rich media ad options available with 20%
loading per unit.
•Rich media ad units available: Expandable
Leaderboard/billboard, Expandable
Medium Rectangle/Half-Page, Videos on

“COOKCARDS” SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category
landing and article pages:
COOKCARDS

“AT HOME” SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category

•Only 1x rich media banner applicable for
each campaign
100%

4 weeks

$2,000.00

NA

NA

6. Billboard/Half-Page Ad Unit:
•Option to upgrade Desktop Leaderboard

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

to a Billboard OR MPU to a HPU with a 10%
loading of skin campaign cost per unit:
•a) Leaderboard to a billboard
•b) MPU with a Half-page unit

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

landing and article pages:
AT HOME

ad unit.

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

7. Rates do not include production cost of ad
material.
100%

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

4 weeks

$6,500.00

2 weeks

$4,225.00

8. Frequency discount – 15% (of 4 weeks rate
x 2) for consecutive 8 weeks.

Advertising Rates 2019
PAGE TAKEOVER PACKAGES

“HEALTH” SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category

SOV

DIGITAL

DURATION

RATES

DURATION

REMARKS

RATES

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

1. Rates do not include production cost.
2. Full AC applicable. GST applicable on
production only.

landing and article pages:
HEALTH & WELLNESS

100%

4 weeks

$6,500.00

2 weeks

$4,225.00

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

3. Campaign starts from 1st or 3rd Monday
of the month, and ends on a Sunday.
4. Mobile Splash unit replaces the Desktop
Skin unit. Please submit a mobile splash
ad for the mobile ad unit. 1 UV every 6
hours.

“BEAUTY & STYLE” SKIN PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category

5. Rich media ad options available with 20%

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

loading per unit.
•Rich media ad units available:

landing and article pages:

Expandable Leaderboard/billboard,

BEAUTY & STYLE

100%

4 weeks

$9,000.00

2 weeks

$5,850.00

Expandable Medium Rectangle/HalfPage, Videos on ad unit.

Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

•Only 1x rich media banner applicable for
each campaign
6. Billboard/Half-Page Ad Unit:

“FAMILY & KIDS” PACKAGE
Applicable on all category / Sub category
landing and article pages:

•Option to upgrade Desktop Leaderboard
to a Billboard OR MPU to a HPU with a

Desktop: Skin, Leadeboard
(Top + Bottom), Medium
Rectangle (MPU1)

10% loading of skin campaign cost per
unit:
•a) Leaderboard to a billboard

FAMILY & KIDS

100%
Mobile: Splash, Mobile
leaderboard (Top + Bottom),
Medium Rectangle (MPU1)

4 weeks

$7,500.00

2 weeks

$4,875.00

•b) MPU with a Half-page unit
7. Rates do not include production cost of
ad material.
8. Frequency discount - 15% (of 4 weeks rate
x 2) for consecutive 8 weeks.

Advertising Rates 2019
OTHER SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

DIGITAL

SOV

DURATION

RATES

50,000

4 weeks

$6,500.00

DURATION

RATES

REMARKS

ROS
Outstream Video + Dynamic
Video Interstitial

– Full AC aplicable.
– Materials to be submitted by Advertiser.
NA

NA
– Based on Template layout. Copy to be

Native Sponsorship

100%

4 weeks

$12,000

produced by Editorial.
– Full AC applicable.

Advertising Rates 2019
CONTENT PACKAGES

DIGITAL

SOV

DURATION

RATES

ADVERTORIAL PACKAGE (Replicated content from Print Advertorial)

REMARKS
– AC applicable on $1,000.
– GST applicable on production only.

Traffic Drivers Includes:

– *does not apply for awards/templated print

– Sponsored Highlights on Homepage x 1 week
– Sponsored Highlights on Relevant Section x 4 weeks

NA

4 weeks

$2,900.00

– Native inline in homepage x 3 days

advertorials.
– $500 Loading for additional pictures/
gallery (up to 15 images).

– Facebook post (x1) to article*

– Embed Video On Post (provided by client)
at $500

ADVERTORIAL PACKAGE (NEW)
Original article (max 400 words) by SWW editorial team.
Traffic Drivers includes:
– Sponsored Highlights on Homepage x 1 week

NA

4 weeks

$3,900.00

– Sponsored Highlights on Relevant Section x 4 weeks
– Facebook post (x1) to article

– Content to be produced by SWW.
– AC applicable on $1,500. GST applicable
on production only.
– Embed video on post (provided by client)
at $500.

– Native inline in Homepage x 3 days
– Digital Interstitial ad in SWW Digital Magazine

VIDEO SPONSORED POST (CUSTOMISED)
Video content produced by SWW - subjected to additional video production costs
Traffic Drivers include:
– 1 x Website Sponsored Post with Video embed
– Video showcase on ‘Featured Video’ (Watch Now) Sidebar Player (5 days)
– Sponsored Highlights on Homepage x 1 week
– Sponsored Highlights on Relevant Section x 4 weeks
– Digital Interstitial ad of website article in SWW Digital Magazine
– Facebook post (x2) (1 for video, 1 for advertorial)
– Instagram post (x1)
– Upload Video on SWW’s Facebook
– Upload Video on SWW’s YouTube
– Upload Video on SWW’s Instagram

NA

4 weeks

From $12,000

– Content to be produced by SWW.
– AC applicable on $1,500.
– $500 Loading for additional pictures/
gallery
(up to 15 images).

Advertising Rates 2019
TABLET (APP) PACKAGES

DIGITAL

SOV

DURATION

RATES

NA

1 issue

$1,500.00

NA

1 issue

$1,900.00

REMARKS

DIGITAL ENHANCEMENTS
– Gallery or Video button on replicated print ad
– For Gallery: Up to 10 images, total file size of 5 MB
– For Video: Video file of max 5 MB

– Full AC applicable

DIGITAL INTERSTITIAL AD
– HTML page insert in The Singapore Women’s Weekly’s digital magazine.
– Position ROS: Premium positions subjected to

– ROB position

availability and 10% or 20% position loading.
– Full AC applicable

DIGITAL NEWSSTAND
– Minimum of 6pp content.
– Conversion fee applies if booklet is not
– On The Singapore Women’s Weekly’s magazine digital newsstand.

NA

4 weeks

$7,600

bundled with The Singapore Women’s Weekly’s
print magazine
– Full AC applicable

General Conditions
• Rates given are based on the understanding that all space orders are
to be utilised within 12-month period. All copy is subject to the approval
of the Publisher, who may edit, revise or reject any advertisement without
assigning reason therefore.

DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT

• The Publisher will not be liable for any consequential loss or damage
occasioned by the failure of any advertisement to appear from any cause
whatsoever, neither does he accept liability for errors in any advertisement
published, not its failure to appear on a specified date.

SPHM will only accept digital advertisement via the Quickcut and EADS Pre-Press Network. Digital files will not be accepted
on disc or via e-mail. SPHM does not repair digital files - advertisements containing errors are returned to advertisers.

• In the event of complete material or copy instructions not being received
by the appropriate deadline, the Publisher reserves the right to repeat a
previous advertisement of the same size or run a house advertisement for
which the advertiser will be liable for full payment.
• The Publisher may, at any time and without notice, cancel an advertising
order in respect of any advertisement not inserted by the Publisher, in
which event the advertiser shall pay for all past insertions at the applicable
rate. Cancellation by the advertiser or their agent of any portion of a
contract for any reason whatsoever nullifies all rate frequency discounts
and / or positional protection.
• While every reasonable care is taken, neither the Publisher nor his agent
is responsible for the loss of or damage to transparencies, separation and
other material, and the Publisher is not responsible for any errors in key
numbers.
• The word ‘Advertisement’ will be placed above or below each page of
copy which, in our opinion, resembles editorial matter or its style
• No guarantee will be given to any preferred positioning requested by the
advertisers or their agents and any omission shall not constitute a breach
by the Publisher of any advertising order or contract.
• All complaints or claims regarding advertisements published must be
made in writing within 15 days following the date of publication.
• All advertising accepted for publication in The Singapore Women’s
Weekly is subject only to the conditions set out on The Singapore Women’s
Weekly’s advertising rate card and / or advertising form.
• For more terms and conditions, please refer to attached appendix /
attached terms and conditions and the conditions in the insertion orders.

In order to provide a better service to advertisers, SPHM has moved to a digital advertisement delivery system to take
advantage of computer-to-plate technology. This results in the production time being shortened, and increased prevision
and accuracy of printing plates. Below is important information about this process.

The Quickcut and EADS process delivers problem-free, press-ready files according to Publishers’ specifications and has
proven to be the most efficient method of receiving and tracking digital advertisements at SPHM. Advantages of the
Quickcut and EADS services are accuracy of file structure and page size, reliability and speed, and the provision of an audit
trail. Quickcut and EADS software checks digital files for errors before they are transmitted electronically to SPHM, ensuring
advertisers do not submit files that contain errors and will therefore not print correctly.
For more information regarding Quickcut and EADS, please contact:
www.adstreamasia.com
AdstreamAsia
Telephone: +65 9170 1712		
Email: gilbert.chee@adstream-sg.com				
www.eadsworld.com
EADSWorld
Telephone: +65 9060 7208
Email: junelee@datamation.com.sg
• SPHM can only take responsibility for accurate colour reproduction if a digital proof of the supplied digital file is produced
using SPHM’s ISO colour reference profile. Quickcut and EADS ISO software allows distribution of SPHM’s Fogra 39L
separation profile to Production Houses, Agencies and Advertisers. This will assist accurate ISO proofs being printed to most
digital proofing devices.
• If you wish to send a digital advertisement and / or supply a digital proof and do not have Quickcut or EADS software or a
suitable proofing system installed, please contact SPHM for a list of local colour separators that can provide this service.
• SPHM will retrain digital advertisements for 6 months from the last insertion date.
• After this time, digital files and proofs will need to be resubmitted via Quickcut or EADS network.
• Accurate copy instructions must be entered within the Quickcut or EADS software.
• Copy instructions allow us to easily identify your advertisement. It is particularly important to enter the publication/run
date, which is the cover date of the title (not the on-sale date).
• Digital files must be prepared to the correct size. All elements must be CMYK.
• SPHM requires a minimum of 3mm bleed on all sides of the advertisement. Please ensure that all elements that you wish to
print are kept within the type area as indicated in the specifications.

